Abstract
Introduction
Explicit hardware support for multithreaded software, either in the form of shared memory multiprocessors or hardware multithreaded architectures, is becoming increasingly common [9, 21, 38, 21. As such support becomes available, application developers are expected to exploit these developments by employing multithreaded programming. While server workloads have traditionally displayed abundant thread-level parallelism, increasing evidence indicates desktop applications may also display such parallelism if programmers focus efforts on exploiting these emerging arc hi tec tures.
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In multithreaded programs, synchronization mechanisms-usually locks-are often used to guarantee threads have exclusive access to shared data for a critical section of code. A thread acquires the lock, executes its critical section, and releases the lock. All other threads wait for the lock until the first thread has completed its critical section, serializing access and thus making the entire critical section appear to execute atomically.
For a variety of reasons, concurrent accesses to a shared data structure by multiple threads within a critical section may in fact not conflict, and such accesses do not require serialization. Two such examples are shown in Figure 1 . Figure la shows an example from a multithreaded application ocean [401. Since a store instruction (line 3) to a shared object is present, the lock is required. However, most dynamic executions do not perform the store operation and thus do not require the lock. Additionally, multiple threads may update different fields of a shared object, while holding the shared object lock, and often these updates do not conflict. Such an example, involving updates of a hash table, is shown in Figure lb . This example is similar to a thread-safe hash-table implementation from SHORE, a database object repository [5].
In these examples, conventional speculative execution in out-of-order processors cannot take advantage of the parallelism present because the threads will first wait for a free lock and then acquire the lock in a serialized manner.
No mechanisms currently exist to detect this parallelism. Frequent serialization hurts performance of even tuned multithreaded applications [37, 201 , and the degradation can be much worse in the presence of conservative synchronization.
In developing threaded programs, programmers must make trade-offs between performance and code development time. Although multithreaded programming can improve throughput, a certain level of expertise is required to ensure correct interplay among program threads. Such required expertise is generally higher than for most singlethreaded programs because sharing of data structures among threads is often subtle and complex. Programmers may avoid much of the complexity while ensuring correctness by using conservative techniques [17] . Doing so provides a faster and easier path to a correctly working program, but limits thread-level parallelism in programs because of unnecessary, synchronization-induced serialization constraints on thread execution: in the dynamic execution, no data hazards may have existed among the threads.
Ideally, programmers would be able to use frequent and conservative synchronization to write obviously correct multithreaded programs, and a tool would automatically remove all such conservative use. Thus, even though programmers use simple schemes to write correct code, synchronization would be performed only when necessary for correctness; and performance would not be degraded by the presence of dynamically unnecessary synchronization.
In this paper, we show how hardware techniques can be used to remove dynamically unnecessary serialization from an instruction stream and thereby increase concurrent execution. In Speculative Lock Elision (SLE), the hardware dynamically identifies synchronization operations, predicts them as being unnecessary, and elides them. By removing these operations, the program behaves as if synchronization were not present in the program. Of course, doing so can break the program in situations where synchronization is required for correctness. Such situations are detected using pre-existing cache coherence mechanisms and without executing synchronization operations. In this case, recovery is performed and the lock is explicitly acquired. Synchronization is performed only when the hardware determines that serialization is required for correctness.
Safe dynamic lock removal is performed by exploiting a property of locks and critical sections as they are commonly implemented. If memory operations between the lock acquire and release appear to occur atomically, the two writes corresponding to the lock acquire and release can be elided because the second write (of the lock release) undoes the changes of the first write (of the lock acquire). Section 3.3 discusses this concept in detail. Atomicity violations, discussed further in Section 5.3, can be detected using cache coherence protocols already implemented in most modern processors.
Enables highly concurrent multithreaded execution:
SLE has the following key features:
Multiple threads can concurrently execute critical sections guarded by the same lock. Additionally, correctness is determined without acquiring (or modifying) the lock.
Simplifies correct multithreaded code development:
Programmers can use conservative synchronization to write correct multithreaded programs without significant performance impact. If the synchronization is not required for correctness, the execution will behave as if the synchronization were not present.
Can be implemented easily:
SLE can be implemented entirely in the microarchitecture, without instruction set support and without systemlevel modifications (e.g., no coherence protocol changes are required) and is transparent to programmers. Existing synchronization instructions are identified dynamically. Programmers do not have to learn a new programming methodology and can continue to use well understood synchronization routines. The technique can be incorporated into modern processor designs, independent of the system and the cache coherence protocol. To our knowledge, this is the first proposed technique for removing dynamically unnecessary and conservative synchronization operations from a dynamic execution without performing the lock-acquire and release operations, and without requiring exclusive ownership of the lock variable.
In Section 3 and Section 4 we discuss the idea of SLE and provide implementation strategies in Section 5. Much of the additional functionality required is either present in modern microarchitectures or involves well understood techniques developed for other microarchitectural optimizations.
Background
In this section, we provide a background into locking and performance/complexity trade-offs in multithreaded programming that can benefit from SLE.
Performance/complexity trade-offs in multithreaded programming
Conservative locking. In any multithreaded programming effort, programming complexity is the most significant problem to consider [7] and care is required to ensure correct synchronization and interaction among threads. Lack of appropriate synchronization can result in an incorrect program execution. To ensure correctness, program-mers rely on conservative locking, often at the expense of performance.
Locking granularity. A careful program design must choose appropriate levels of locking to optimize the tradeoff between Performance and ease of reasoning about program correctness. Early parallel programs were typically designed with few locks and programmers did not have to reason about correctness because all memory was protected by these locks. As parallelism increased and locking became frequent, performance degraded and finer grained locks were used. Finer granularity locking can improve performance but introduces programming complexity and makes program management difficult.
Thread-unsafe legacy libraries. An important source of serialization in some environments is the presence of nonreentrant legacy software binaries. If a thread calls a library not equipped to deal with threads, a global locking mechanism is used to prevent conflicts, thus serializing access and resulting in a performance degradation.
Mutual exclusion in microprocessors
Mutual exclusion is commonly implemented using atomic read-modify-write primitives such as SWAP, COM-PARE&SWAP, LOAD-LOCKED/STORE-CONDITIONAL (LL/SC), and EXCHANGE. These instructions allow processors tosometimes conditionally-atomically swap a register value and a memory location.
The simplest mutual exclusion construct is a TEST&SET lock. TEST&SET performs an atomic swap on a memory location. TEST&TEST&SET [32] , an extension to TEST&SET, performs a read of the lock to test it, before attempting the TEST&SET operation. An example implementation of the TEST&TEST&SET sequence is shown in Figure 2 .
While numerous lock constructs, both hardware and software, have been proposed, the simplicity and portability of TEST&TEST&SET locks make them quite popular. Hardware architecture manuals recommend [8, 10, 33, 181, and database vendors are advised [22] to use these simple locks as a portable locking mechanism (of course, a few other software primitives are also used when circumstances dictate their use). The POSIX threads standard recommends synchronization be implemented in library calls such as ( ) and these calls implement the TEST&SET or TEST&TEST&SET locks.
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Enabling concurrent critical sections
In this section, we discuss the concept of Speculative Lock Elision. We use the code sequence in Figure 2 and LL/SC for ease of explanation; the ideas are readily applied using other synchronization primitives. We first discuss lock-enforced false dependences. In Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 we show how these dependences can be overcome and we step through an example in Section 3.4.
How locks impose false dependences
A lock is a control variable determining whether a thread can execute a critical section-it enforces a control dependence among threads but does not produce any useful result. Additionally, the lock forms a data dependence within the single thread-the value of the lock determines the control flow for the thread. The lock-enforced control dependence is manifested as a data dependence because the lock is a memory location checked and operated upon by the threads. This dependence is analogous to data dependences where an instruction waits for a logically preceding instruction, on which it may depend, to complete.
How to remove false dependences due to locks
Atomicity means all changes performed within a critical section appear to be performed instantaneously. The appearance of instantaneous change is key. By acquiring a lock, a thread can prevent other threads from observing any memory updates being performed within the critical section. While this conventional approach trivially guarantees atomicity of all updates in the critical section, it is only one way to guarantee atomicity.
Locks can be elided and critical sections concurrently executed if atomicity can be guaranteed for all memory operations within the critical sections by, other means. For guaranteeing atomicity, the following conditions must hold within a critical section: 1. Data read within a speculatively executing critical section is not modified by another thread before the speculative critical section completes.
2. Data written within a speculatively executing critical section is not accessed (read or written) by another thread before the speculative critical section completes. A processor can provide the appearance of atomicity for memory operations within the critical section without acquiring the lock by ensuring that partial updates performed by a thread within a critical section are not observed by other threads. The entire critical section appears to have executed atomically, and program semantics are maintained.
The key observation is that a lock does not always have to be acquired for a correct execution if hardware can provide the appearance of atomicity for all memory operations within the critical section. If a data conflict occurs, i.e., two threads compete for the same data other than for reading, atomicity cannot be guaranteed and the lock needs to be acquired. Data conflicts among threads are detected using existing cache protocol implementations as demonstrated in Section 5 . Any execution not meeting the above two conditions is not retired architecturally, thus guaranteeing correctness.
1. When a lock-acquire operation is seen, the processor predicts that memory operations in the critical section will occur atomically and elides the lock acquire.
Algorithmically, the sequence is this:
2. Execute critical section speculatively and buffer results. 3. If hardware cannot provide atomicity, trigger misspeculation, recover and explicitly acquire lock.
4.
If the lock-release is encountered, then atomicity was not violated (else a misspeculation would have been triggered earlier). Elide lock-release operation, commit speculative state, and exit speculative critical section. Eliding the lock acquire leaves the lock in a FREE state, allowing other threads to apply the same algorithm and also speculatively enter the critical section. Even though the lock was not modified, either at the time of the acquire or the release, critical section semantics are maintained.
In step 3, the processor can alternatively try to execute the algorithm again a finite number of times before explicitly acquiring the lock. We call this number the restart threshold. Forward progress is always guaranteed because after the restart threshold is reached, the lock is explicitly acquired.
The above algorithm requires processors to recognize lock-acquire and release operations. As discussed in Section 2.2, lock-acquires are implemented using low-level synchronization instructions. These instructions may not always be used only for implementing lock-acquires. Additionally, lock-releases are implemented using a normal store operation. Thus, the processor lacks precise information about an operation being a lock-acquire or release but only observes a series of loads, stores, and low-level synchronization primitives and can only predict them to be lock operations. In the next section we show why predicted lock-acquires and releases can still be removed without precise semantic information.
Removing lock-acquires and releases by eliding silent store-pairs
The lock-acquire and release contain store operations. If the lock is FREE, the lock-acquire writes to the lock marking it HELD. A lock-release writes to the lock marking it FREE. Figure 3 shows memory references under SLE in three columns. Instructions are numbered in program order. The first column shows the programmers view, the second column shows the operations performed by the processor, and the third column shows the value of location -lock-as seen by different threads.
If i3 returns FREE, i6 writes HELD to location Jock-. i16 releases the lock by marking it FREE. After the lockrelease (i16), the value of -lock-is the same as it was at the start of the lock-acquire (i.e., before i6)-i16 restores the value of Jock-to its value prior to i6. We exploit this property of synchronization operations to elide lock acquires and releases. If critical section memory operations occur atomically, then stores i6 and i16 form a silent pair. The architectural changes performed by i6 are undone by i16. When executed as a pair, the stores are silent; individually, they are not. Location -lock-must not be modified by another thread, or i6 and i16 cannot form a silent pair. Note other threads can read memory location Jock-. The above observation means the SLE algorithm need not depend on program semantic information, specifically whether an operation is a lock-acquire or lock-release. The lock elision can be done by simply observing load and store sequences and the values read and to be written. If any instruction sequence matches the pattern of columns 2 and 3 in Figure 3 , the location -lock-is not modified by another thread, and the memory operations in the critical section appear to execute atomically, the two stores corresponding to i6 and i16 are elided. The location Jock-is never modified, and other threads can proceed without being serialized on the value of -lock-.
Thus, an additional prediction is added to the algorithm of Section 3.2. On a store predicted to be a lock-acquire, the processor predicts that the changes performed by the store will be undone shortly by another store, and no other thread will modify the location in question. If this is so, and since the entire sequence is globally observed to occur atomically, the two stores can be elided. We use a filter to determine candidate load/store pairs. For example, in our implementation, only instructions l d l -1 and stl-c (they normally occur as a pair) are considered. The s t 1-c store is elided speculatively, and a future store matching the pattern of Figure 3 is identified.
1. If candidate load (ldl-1) to an address is followed by store (stl-c of the lock acquire) to same address, predict another store (lock release) will shortly follow, restoring the memory location value to the one prior to this store (stl-c of the lock acquire). 2. Predict memory operations in critical sections will occur atomically, and elide lock acquire. 3. Execute critical section speculatively and buffer results. 4. If hardware cannot provide atomicity, trigger misspeculation, recover and explicitly acquire lock. 5. If second store (lock release) of step 1 seen, atomicity was not violated (else a misspeculation would have been triggered earlier). Elide lock-release store, commit state, and exit speculative critical section. Note, in the above revised algorithm, the hardware needs no semantic information about whether the memory access is to a lock variable. The hardware only tracks changes in values and observes requests from other threads. If the store of step 5 does not match the value requirement outlined in step 1, the store is simply performed. If, on the completion of the store, atomicity was still maintained, the critical section can be safely exited. The complete algorithm for SLE is this: on the right with instructions 6 and 16 elided. All threads proceed without serialization. Instructions 1 and 3 bring the Jock-into the cache in a shared state. Instruction 6 is elided and the modified control flow is speculatively executed. The location Jock-is monitored for writes by other threads. All loads executed by the processor are recorded. All stores executed are temporarily buffered. If instruction 16 is reached without any atomicity violations, SLE is successful.
Speculative Lock Elision algorithm example
If the thread cannot record accesses between the two stores, or the hardware cannot provide atomicity, a misspeculation is triggered, and execution restarts from instruction 6. On a restart, if the restart threshold has been reached, the execution occurs non-speculatively and the lock is acquired.
Why does SLE work correctly?
We now discuss why SLE guarantees a correct execution even in the absence of precise information from the software and independent of nesting levels and memory ordering. As mentioned earlier, SLE involves two predictions: 1. On a store, predict that another store will shortly follow and undo the changes by this store. The prediction is resolved without stores being performed but it requires the memory location (of the stores) to be monitored. If the prediction is validated, the two stores are elided. 2. Predict that all memory operations within the window bounded by the two elided stores occur atomically. This prediction is resolved by checking for conditions outlined in Section 3.2 using cache coherence mechanisms described in Section 5.3.
The above predictions do not rely on semantics of the program (a lock-predictor is used to identify loadslstores as candidates for prediction 1 but is not integral to the idea and software could alternatively provide these hints). In addition, no partial updates are made visible to other threads. Doing so guarantees critical section semantics. Store elision works because the architectural state remains the same. The architectural state at the end of the second elided store is the same, with or without SLE.
If another thread explicitly acquires the lock by writing to it, a misspeculation is triggered because the write will be automatically observed by all speculating threads. This trivially guarantees correctness even when one thread is speculating and another thread acquires the lock.
Nested locks. While it is possible to apply the elision algorithm to multiple nested locks, we apply it to only one level (can be any level and not necessarily the outermost) and any lock operations within this level are treated as speculative memory operations. Memory consistency. No memory ordering problems exist because speculative memory operations under SLE have the appearance of atomicity. Regardless of the memory consistency model, it is always correct for a thread to insert an atomic set of memory operations into the global order of memory operations.
Implementing SLE
We have shown how SLE can be used to remove unnecessary synchronization operations dynamically. Now, we will show how SLE can be implemented using well understood and commonly used techniques.
SLE is similar to branch prediction, and other techniques for speculative execution. The elided lock acquire can be viewed as a predicted branch, and the elided lock release is similar to the resolution of the branch. However, SLE does not require the processor to support out-of-order execution but simply the 'ability to speculatively retire instructions. In other words, inter-instruction dependence information need not be maintained.
The four aspects of implementing SLE are 1) initiating speculation, 2) buffering speculative state, 3) misspeculation conditions and their detection, and 4) committing speculative memory state.
Initiating speculation
A filter is used to detect candidates for speculation (e.g., l d l -l / s t 1-c pairs) and is indexed by the program counter. Additionally, a confidence metric is assigned to each of these pairs. If the processor predicts a lock to be held, it assumes another processor had to acquire the lock because of its inability to elide the lock. In this case, the processor does not initiate speculation. This is a conservative approach but helps prevent performance degradation under pathological cases. Better confidence estimation is an important area of future research. speculatively retire, and be removed from the ROB because a correct architected register checkpoint exists for recovery in case of misspeculation. Importantly, only one such checkpoint is required and is taken at the start of the SLE sequence. Speculative memory state. Although most modern processors support speculative load execution, they do not retire stores speculatively (i.e., write to the memory system speculatively). For supporting SLE, we augment existing processor write-buffers (between the processor and L1 cache) to buffer speculative memory updates. Speculative data is not committed from the write-buffer into the lower memory hierarchy until the lock elision is validated. On a misspeculation, speculative entries in the write-buffer are invalidated.
Buffering speculative state
As an additional benefit, under SLE, speculative writes can now be merged in the write-buffer, independent of the memory consistency model. This is possible because, for successful speculation, all memory accesses are guaranteed to appear to complete atomically. Only the write-buffer size limits the number of unique cache lines modified in the critical section and does not restrict the dynamic number of executed store instructions in the critical section.
Misspeculation conditions and their detection
Two reasons for misspeculation to occur are 1) atomicity violations and 2) violations due to limited resources. Atomicity violations. Atomicity violations (Section 3.2) can be detected using existing cache coherence schemes. Cache coherence is a mechanism to propagate memory updates to other caches and make memory operations visible to others. Invalidation-based coherence protocols guarantee an exclusive copy of the memory block in the local cache when a store is performed. Most modern processors already implement some form of invalidation-based coher-ency as part of their local cache hierarchy. Thus, the basic mechanism for detecting conflicts among memory operations from different processors already exists. One now needs a mechanism to record memory addresses read and written within a critical section.
In some processors-such as the MIPS RlOK, and the Intel Pentium "the load/store queue (LSQ) is snooped on any external invalidation received by the cache to allow for aggressive memory consistency implementations [ 121. If the ROB approach is used for SLE, no additional mechanisms are required for tracking external writes to memory locations speculatively read-the LSQ is already snooped.
If the register checkpoint approach is used, the LSQ alone cannot be used to detect load violations for SLE because loads may speculatively retire and leave the ROB. In this case, the cache can be augmented with an access bit for each cache block. Every memory access executed during SLE marks the access bit of the corresponding block. On an external request, this bit is checked in parallel with the cache tags. Any external invalidation to a block with its access bit set, or an external request to a block in exclusive state with its access bit set, triggers a misspeculation. The bit can be stored with the tags and there is no overhead for the bit comparison because, for maintaining coherency, a tag lookup is already performed to snoop the cache.
The scheme is independent of the number of cache levels because all caches maintain coherency and any update is propagated to all coherent caches automatically by the existing protocols.
On misspeculations and commits, the access bit is unset for all blocks in the cache; this can be done using techniques such as flash invalidation [26] . For aggressive outof-order processors, when a candidate store (for the lockacquire elision) is decoded, any subsequent load issued by the processor marks the appropriate access bit. The load may not actually be part of the critical section but marking it conservatively will always be correct. Multiple candidate stores (predicted lock-acquires) can be allowed in the pipe and as long as there is a candidate store in the core, loads conservatively mark the access bit. Violations due to resource constraints. Limited resources may force a misspeculation if either there is not enough buffer space to store speculative updates, or it is not possible to monitor accessed data to provide atomicity guarantees. Four such conditions for misspeculation are: 1. Finite cache size. If register checkpoint is used, the cache may not be able to track all memory accesses.
where the processor cannot track requests. It may not always be necessary to restart for conditions 1, 2, and 3. The processor could simply write to the lock marking it acquired. When the write completes, if atomicity has been maintained, speculation can be committed and the processor can continue without restarting.
Committing speculative memory state
We have discussed recovering and committing architected register state, buffering speculative store state in the write-buffer, and detecting misspeculation conditions using existing cache coherence protocols. Committing memory state requires ensuring that speculatively buffered writes be committed and made visible instantaneously to the memory system (to provide atomicity).
Caches have two aspects: 1) state, and 2) data. The cache coherence protocol determines state transitions of cache block state. Importantly, these state transitions can occur speculatively as long as the data is not changed speculatively. This is how speculative loads and exclusive prefetches (operations that bring data in exclusive state into caches) are issued in modem processors. We use these two aspects in performing atomic memory commit without making any change to the cache coherence protocol.
When a speculative store is added to the write-buffer, an exclusive request is sent to the memory system. This request initiates pre-existing state transitions in the coherence protocol and brings the cache block into the local cache in the exclusive state. Note the cache block data is not speculative-speculative data is buffered in the writebuffer. When the critical section ends, all speculative entries in the write-buffer will have a corresponding block in exclusive state in the cache, otherwise a misspeculation would have been triggered earlier. At this point, the writebuffer is marked as having the latest architectural state.
The write-buffer requires an additional functionality of being able to source data for requests from other threads. This is not in the critical path and the write-buffer can be lazily drained into the cache as needed. The instantaneous commit is possible because the process of marking the write-buffer as having the latest state involves setting one bit-exclusive permissions have already been obtained for all speculatively updated and buffered blocks. Figure 5 shows two design points: (a) uses the ROB to store speculative state, and (b) uses an extra register checkpoint and access bits with the cache tags.
Evaluation methodology
A multithreaded benchmark can have different control flow depending upon the underlying coherence mechanism and performance benefits are highly dependent on the underlying protocol implementation. To address this issue, we evaluate multiple configurations. Table 1 parameters for three multiprocessor systems: a) a chip multiprocessor (CMP), b) a more conventional bus system (SMP), and c) a directory system (DSM). The bus protocol is based on the Sun Gigaplane [6] and the directory protocol is based on the SGI Origin 2000 [25] . The processor implements Total Store Ordering (TSO) as a memory consistency model. Retired stores are written to the writebuffer from which they are made architecturally visible in program order. On a coherency event, all in-flight loads are snooped and replayed if necessary. We use a single register checkpoint for SLE register recovery and a 32 entry lock predictor indexed by the program counter.
Simulation environment
We use SimpleMP, an execution-driven simulator for running multithreaded binaries. The simulator is derived from the Simplescalar toolset [4] . Our simulator is rewritten to model accurately an out-of-order processor and a detailed memory hierarchy in a multiprocessor configuration. To model coherency and memory consistency events accurately, the processors operate (read and write) on data in caches and write-buffers. Contention is modeled in the memory system. To ensure correct simulation, a functional checker simulator executes behind the detailed timing sim-DSM ulator only for checking correctness. The functional simulator works in its own memory and register space and can validate TSO implementations.
Benchmarks
We evaluate our proposal using a simple microbenchmark and six applications ( Table 2 ). The microbenchmark consists of N threads, each incrementing a unique counter (216)/N times, and all N counters are protected by a single lock. This is a worst case behavior for conventional locking but clearly demonstrates the potential of our scheme. For the six applications, we use mp3d, barnes , and c h o l e s k y f r o m the SPLASH [34] These applications have been selected for their varying lock behavior, memory access patterns, and critical section behavior. These benchmarks have been appropriately padded to reduce false sharing. A locking version of Mp3d was used in order to study the impact of SLE on a lockintensive benchmark [20] . This version of Mp3d does frequent synchronization to largely uncontended locks and lock access latencies cannot be hidden by a large reorder buffer. Cholesky and radiosity have work queues that are accessed frequently. Ocean-cont has conditional update code sequences. Barnes has high lock and data contention, while water-nsq has little contention.
These benchmarks have been optimized for sharing and thus have little communication in most cases. We are interested in determining the robustness and potential of our proposal even for these well-tuned benchmarks. cycle access (overlapped with memory access). Network latencies:,processor to local directory (70 ns), directory and remote route (50 ns). Somc uncontended latencies: read miss to local memory: -130 ns, read miss to remote memory: -230 ns, read miss to remote dirty cache: -360 ns. Table 1 . Simulated machine parameters.
I
Results
Significant performance benefits can accrue from SLE in applications that perform frequent synchronization. We first discuss the performance of SLE in a microbenchmark and then analyze the performance for a set of applications.
Microbenchmark results
Figure 6 plots the execution time (for the CMP configuration) of the microbenchmark on the y-axis and varying processor count on the x-axis. As expected, the behavior under conventional locking quickly degrades because of severe contention. Even though the counter updates do not conflict, out-of-order processors cannot exploit this aspect because the lock-acquire sequence masks this parallelism and the performance is limited by lock-acquires. However, with SLE, the hardware automatically detects that the lock is not required and elides it. Perfect scalability is achieved because SLE does not require the lock to be acquired (by writing to it) for validating the speculation. 
Benchmark results
A parameter that can be varied under SLE is the restart threshold. This determines how many misspeculations a processor can experience before explicitly acquiring the lock in order to perform the critical section. We ran experiments for varying thresholds and present results for a threshold of 1-a processor restarts once after an atomicity violation while in SLE mode, and tries to elide the lock again. Note that if a lock is held by a processor, other processors will not attempt SLE but rather will spin (or wait) on the lock (waiting for a free lock before attempting SLE) as determined by the original control flow sequence of the program. Doing so guarantees that the processor holding the lock will not observe critical section data access interference by other processors. Elided locks. Figure 7 shows the percentage of dynamic lock acquirehelease pairs elided for a restart threshold of 1. A large fraction of dynamic lock acquires are elided. This reduction does not always translate to better performance because these operations may not have been on the critical path of the program, but it demonstrates the effectiveness A threshold of 0 (restart on the first misspeculation) resulted in 10-30% fewer lock acquires being elided. In barnes, there is high contention for the protected data, and repeated restarts tend to end in conflicts. Thus, for barnes, the number of locks elided is low. Performance. Figure 8 For some configurations, the NON-LOCK-PORTION for the optimized case is larger than the corresponding NON-LOCK-PORTION for the base case. This is because some-. times removing locks puts other memory operations on the critical path. Speculative loads issued for data within critical sections that were earlier overlapped with the lockacquire operation now get exposed and stall the processor.
Three primary reasons for the observed performance gains are: 1) concurrent critical section execution, 2) reduced observed memory latencies, and 3) reduced memory traffic.
Concurrent critical section execution. In oceancont, radiosity, and cholesky, even though locks are contended, critical sections can sometimes be correctly executed without acquiring the lock and thread execution is not serialized on the lock. The gains increase with larger memory latencies because the serialization delays induced due to lock acquire latencies are also greater. fic is eliminated. The benchmark gaining the most from this effect is mp3d because of elision of frequent synchronization. Some lock access latency remains because some locks do undergo cache miss latencies that could not be overlapped. The SMP and DSM versions gain more than CMP because their large caches can hold the working set and thus have fewer read misses (and memory traffic) for the lock. For the CMP, the absence of a large cache hurts and thus there are more evictions of locks in clean state because the L1 suffers conflict and capacity misses. Reduced observed memory latencies. Often, a lock acquire causes a cache miss and a write request to the memory system, the latencies of which cannot be completely overlapped with misses within the critical section. SLE permits locks to remain shared in the local cache, and thus the processor does not observe the lock acquire misses. Nearly all benchmarks benefit from this. Waternsq does not benefit much because after lock elision, the overlapped critical section misses get exposed.
Reduced memory trafic. If a lock is acquired and kept in exclusive state in a processor's cache, a request for the lock from another processor will require bushetwork messages (one for reading the lock and another for setting it). Thus, for benchmarks with frequent synchronization, removing requests to locks can help due to reduced memory traffic. By not acquiring the lock, the lock is kept in shared state locally on the various processors and miss trafDependence on restart threshold. A restart threshold of 0 gave up to 25% lesser speedups than those for a threshold of 1. Increasing the threshold resulted in greater performance improvements for some benchmarks. However, for barnes with 16 processors, performance degraded as much as 10% for a threshold of 5. This is because misspeculating processors introduce coherence protocol interference, thereby increasing the observed latency for data within critical sections. Selecting a low threshold (0 or 1) has the advantage of minimizing the degradation that can occur due to repeated misspeculations. For these benchmarks and a threshold of 1, we rarely degrade performance (loss of 1%). Increasing the threshold may sometimes lead to slightly worse performance, even though more locks are elided, because of data access interference within a critical section. Predictors for picking restart thresholds dynamically is an area of future work.
Related work
Lamport introduced lock-free synchronization [24] and gave algorithms to allow multiple threads to work on a data structure without a lock. Operations on lock-free data structures support concurrent updates and do not require mutual exclusion. Lock-free data structures have been extensively investigated [3, 151. Experimental studies have shown software implementations of lock-free data structures do not perform as well as their lock-based counterparts primarily due to excessive data copying involved to enable rollback, if necessary [l, 161. Transactional memory [ 161 and the Oklahoma update protocol [37] were the initial proposals for hardware support for implementing lock-free data structures. Both provided programmers with special memory instructions for accessing these data structures. Although conceptually powerful, the proposals required instruction set support and programmer involvement. The programmer had to learn the correct use of new instructions and the proposal required coherence protocol extensions. Additionally, existing program binaries could not benefit. The proposals relied on software support for guaranteeing forward progress. These proposals were both direct generalizations originally proposed by Jensen et al. [19] . The LOAD-
O N A L combination allows for atomic read-modify-write sequences on a word. In contrast to the above proposals, our proposal does not require instruction set changes, coherence protocol extensions, or programmer support. As a result, we can run unmodified binaries in a lock-free manner in most cases when competing critical section executions have no conflict. We do not have to provide special support for forward progress because, for conflicts, we simply fall back to the original code sequence, acquiring and releasing the lock in the conventional way.
Extensive research has been conducted in databases on concurrency control and Thomasian [39] provides a good summary and further references. Optimistic Concurrency Control (OCC) was proposed by Kung and Robinson E231 as an alternative to locking in database management systems. OCC involves a read phase where objects are accessed (with possible updates to a private copy of these objects) followed by a serialized validation phase to check for data conflicts (read/write conflicts with other transactions). This is followed by the write phase if the validation is successful. In spite of extensive research, OCC is not common as a concurrency control mechanism for database systems. An excellent discussion regarding the issues involved with OCC approaches and their shortcomings which makes it unattractive for high performance database systems is provided by Mohan [28] . Special requirements and guarantees required by database systems [29] make OCC hard to use for high performance. To provide these guarantees, substantial state information must be stored in software resulting in large overheads. In addition, with OCC, the validation phase is serialized.
Our proposal is quite different from database OCC proposals. We are not providing an alternative to lock-based synchronization: we detect dynamic instances when these synchronization operations are unnecessary and remove them. The requirements imposed on critical sections are far less strict than those for database systems. Since we do not require explicit acquisition of a lock to determine success, we do not have a serialized validation phase.
Prior work exists in microarchitectural support for speculative retirement [3 1, 131 and buffering speculative data in caches [ 11, 14, 361 . Our work can leverage these techniques and coexist with them. However, none of these earlier techniques dynamically remove conservative synof the LOAD-LINKED and STORE-CONDITIONAL instructions chronization from the dynamic instruction stream. Predicting lock-acquires and releases has been proposed earlier and we use similar techniques [30] .
Our scheme of silent pair elision is an extension to the silent store proposal of Lepak and Lipasti [27] . While they squashed individual silent store operations, we elide pairs of stores that individually are not silent but when executed as a pair are silent.
Concluding remarks
We have proposed a microarchitectural technique to remove unnecessary serialization from a dynamic instruction stream. The key insight is that locks do not have to be acquired but only need to be observed. With our technique, the control dependence implied by the lock operation is converted to a true data dependence among the various concurrent critical sections. As a result, the potential parallelism masked by dynamically unnecessary and conservative locking imposed by a programmer-based static analysis is exposed by a hardware-based dynamic analysis.
The technique proposed does not require any coherence protocol changes. Additionally, no programmer or compiler support and no instruction set changes are necessary. The key notion of atomicity of memory operations enables the technique to be incorporated in any processor without regard to memory consistency as correctness is guaranteed without any dependence on memory ordering.
We view our proposal as a step towards enabling high performance multithreaded programming. With multiprocessing becoming more common, it is necessary to provide programmers with support for exploiting these multiprocessing features for functionality and performance. Speculative Lock Elision permits programmers to use frequent and conservative synchronization to write correct multithreaded code easily; our technique automatically and dynamically removes unnecessary instances of synchronization. Synchronization is performed only when necessary for correctness; and performance is not degraded by the presence of such synchronization. Since SLE is a purely microarchitectural technique, it can be incorporated into any system without dependence on coherence protocols or system design issues.
